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Structures of protein-drug-complexes provide an atomic level profile of drug-target interactions. In this
work, the three-dimensional arrangements of amino acid side chains in known drug binding sites (sub-
structures) were used to search for similarly arranged sites in SARS-CoV-2 protein structures in the
Protein Data Bank for the potential repositioning of approved compounds. We were able to identify 22
target sites for the repositioning of 16 approved drug compounds as potential therapeutics for COVID-
19. Using the same approach, we were also able to investigate the potentially promiscuous binding of
the 16 compounds to off-target sites that could be implicated in toxicity and side effects that had not
been provided by any previous studies. The investigations of binding properties in disease-related pro-
teins derived from the comparison of amino acid substructure arrangements allows for effective mech-
anism driven decision making to rank and select only the compounds with the highest potential for
success and safety to be prioritized for clinical trials or treatments. The intention of this work is not to
explicitly identify candidate compounds but to present how an integrated drug repositioning and poten-
tial toxicity pipeline using side chain similarity searching algorithms are of great utility in epidemic sce-
narios involving novel pathogens. In the case of the COVID-19 pandemic caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus,
we demonstrate that the pipeline can identify candidate compounds quickly and sustainably in combi-
nation with associated risk factors derived from the analysis of potential off-target site binding by the
compounds to be repurposed.
� 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Research Network of Computational and
Structural Biotechnology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-

commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Epidemics caused by novel infectious agents result in situations
where no known treatment regimens are in practice. Case manage-
ment would therefore first rely on treating and alleviating the
symptoms. The focus of the treatment would then move on to
eradication of the infectious agent from the host and more in-
depth therapeutic management. Such an epidemic scenario pre-
sented itself in the city of Wuhan, Hubei Province, China in late
2019 [1]. The causative pathogen for the observed acute respira-
tory distress was later identified to be a novel human coronavirus
(nCoV19) named as Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coron-
avirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) [2]. Although, many coronaviruses are found
in bat reservoirs, it is probable that SARS-CoV-2 also has interme-
diate hosts such as pangolins and snakes [3].

Three months after it was first reported, the disease, named
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), had progressed into a global
pandemic. The fast spread of the disease was however paralleled
by the speed that data regarding the disease and its causative agent
were generated. In mid-January 2020, the first genome sequence
was deposited into GenBank (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gen-
bank/); by mid-July 2020, more than 40,000 complete genomes
with high coverage from samples throughout the world had been
deposited in the GISAID database (http://www.gisaid.org/; http://
epicov.org). While the rate of genome sequencing and data sharing
is unprecedented, the rapid availability of structure data has also
been equally impressive. In late September 2020, more than 400
structures of SARS-CoV-2 proteins had been deposited in the Pro-
tein Data Bank (PDB) [4].
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Despite the number of confirmed cases passing 32.9 million
with more than 1 million fatalities worldwide in early October
2020, treatment options are still lacking for COVID-19 although
several vaccines have recently started their trials in July 2020. This
dire but data-rich scenario has led investigators to resort to drug
repurposing strategies. Although such efforts to reposition
approved drugs to a new target can be explored in a clinical setting,
we focus specifically on how computational approaches can fea-
ture prominently in the identification of the candidate compounds.

Various approaches have been deployed to explore the reper-
toire of known and approved compounds for COVID-19. Zhou
et al. utilized network-based analyses of drug targets and the
virus-host interactions in the human interactome to list 16 poten-
tial drugs to prioritize for repurposing [5]. An even larger effort
that generated a SARS-CoV-2-Human protein-protein interaction
map was able to identify 66 druggable human proteins that could
be targeted by 69 currently available FDA approved compounds to
be used as COVID-19 treatments [6].

Side chain similarity comparisons [7,8] have been reported to
be a potential starting point in drug repurposing efforts [9]. For
such an approach, the 3D arrangements of known drug binding
sites are collected as a search database to identify similar sites in
non-homologous structures thus implying the capacity to bind
similar ligands. Drug-target interaction prediction using structural
data has remained a largely unexplored niche [10]. The identifica-
tion of possible alternative binding sites for an approved drug can
also provide insights into their possible off-target effects. There is a
clear urgency to discover and deploy suitable candidates that can
be repositioned against targets associated with COVID-19. Never-
theless, it is prudent to steer clear of adverse effects resulting from
the poly-pharmacological actions of promiscuous drugs with the
ability to bind to other targets [11].

In this work, amino acid side chain similarity searching was uti-
lized to propose alternative target sites in SARS-CoV-2 protein
structures for drug repositioning. These searches were based on
the premise that if a known drug binding site could be found in
a SARS-CoV-2 protein, then that protein could also serve as an
alternative target for the same drug. This same principle was then
used to identify off-target sites that could present as side effects or
result in some form of toxicity. The list of potential drugs derived
from the side chain arrangements similarity searches was then
used to propose structurally similar compounds that could also
target the sites already identified for repositioning. Our approach
differs significantly from that reported by Zhou et al. [5] and Gor-
don et al. [6] which can serve as additional confirmatory analysis
and complement the gaps in existing work. The details of these dif-
ferences will be discussed in a later section.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. SARS-CoV-2 protein structure coordinate data and drug
compounds dataset

All SARS-CoV-2 protein structure coordinate data were sourced
from the RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB) [4]. The most recent struc-
ture used in this study was retrieved on 28th August 2020, result-
ing in a total of 351 PDB structures. The associated protein
sequences and annotations were also retrieved from the PDB. The
downloaded sequences were clustered at 90% sequence similarity
cut-off using the CD-HIT program [12]. Members of individual clus-
ters were sorted according to the X-ray crystallography resolution;
the SARS-CoV-2 protein sequence with the higher resolution struc-
ture was selected as the cluster’s representative. The PDB struc-
tures containing representative sequences were compiled
together for further similarity searches against the dataset of
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known drug binding sites derived from protein-drug complexes
in the PDB.

For the selection of drug compounds, we further selected drug
compounds that are: (i) currently undergoing clinical trials for
COVID-19, and (ii) those that have PDB ligand identifiers. Binding
site-ligand contacts for these compounds were obtained from Drug
ReposER application [9] and the binding sites were compiled for
sub-structural similarity searching using the ASSAM (Amino Acid
Pattern Search for Substructures and Motifs) computer program
[7].

2.2. Searching for sites in SARS-CoV-2 protein structures similarly
arranged as binding sites for approved drug molecules through sub-
structural similarity searches and molecular docking

Binding sites for selected drug compounds derived from
protein-drug complexes (in Section 2.1) were used as inputs for
the computer program ASSAM [13] to find similar arrangements
of amino acids in a set of representative SARS-CoV-2 protein struc-
tures. Amino acid residues that are within 4.0 Å of a drug molecule
were considered to be binding site residues. Both, the inputs
(SARS-CoV-2 protein structures) and outputs (similar site, matched
protein-drug complex structure) of the sub-structural similarity
searches were then used for molecular docking.

For individual matches of sites between the SARS-CoV-2 protein
(query protein) and the matched protein-drug complex (hit pro-
tein), a Python script was designed to set up the automatic molec-
ular docking to be performed using the Autodock Vina module [14]
embedded in the UCSF Chimera [15] molecular visualization pro-
gram. The drug molecule from the hit protein was used as the
ligand and the SARS-CoV-2 protein was used as the receptor struc-
ture for docking. The Python script contains all the necessary com-
mands that will be executed in the UCSF Chimera command line to
automatically pre-process structures and perform blind molecular
docking. The pre-processing steps of the ligand and receptor struc-
tures include the removal of water molecules and ligands, assign-
ing the partial charges for both standard and non-standard
residues, as well as an additional energy-minimization step. The
atomic partial charges for standard residues including standard
amino acids, water and know ligands, as well as non-standard
residues were assigned based on the AMBER ff14SB force field
(default), while the partial charges for non-standard residues were
calculated using the Antechamber module based on the AM1-BBC
method. In the case of residues with missing side chains, the amino
acid side chains were replaced based on information from a rota-
mer library. Energy minimization was performed with steps of
steepest descent minimization set to 100. Molecular docking was
carried out using a local installation of Autodock Vina and linked
for use in UCSF Chimera.

Blind docking was carried out instead of using the binding site
as a reference point. Therefore, a whole protein structure target
was exhaustively searched for potential binding poses using the
default settings for parameters such as exhaustiveness value (set
to 8) and maximum number of binding modes (set to 9). The
default box size was used to sample the ligand orientation where
it automatically covers the entire protein receptor thus allowing
for matches of binding poses to not only known binding sites,
but also to other putative sites that have not been reported
elsewhere.

Upon completion of the docking run using the Python script,
UCSF Chimera loads a selection of docking poses for visualization
where the docking poses are ranked according to the docking
scores reported in kcal/mol with more negative values indicating
better binding. The sites found from the sub-structural similarity
search is also visualized. The UCSF Chimera session for individual
script runs were saved for further curation and analysis. The sites
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from the sub-structural similarity search were compared against
the sites in pre-computed binding poses from molecular docking,
where an overlap of at least three matched residues with poses
of docking scores more negative than �6.5 kcal/mol selected for
further analyses.

2.3. Searching for potential off-targets from human for selected drugs
proposed for COVID-19

Potential off-targets for selected drugs proposed for COVID-19
were identified using three different methods. First, known human
proteins bound to the selected drug compounds were obtained
from the PDB through the ‘Advanced Search’ interface in the RCSB
using the ligand PDB ID as a query. The list of PDB structures
retrieved were filtered to only contain PDB with organism denoted
as ‘Homo Sapiens’. Second, human proteins with similarly arranged
sites to drug binding sites for the selected drugs were retrieved
from pre-compiled results for sub-structural similarity searches
in Drug ReposER web server. Third, human proteins with more
than 30% sequence similarity to individual SARS-CoV-2 protein
structures were retrieved from blastp searches against the PDB.
The list of proteins retrieved was filtered to only contain proteins
with sequences more than 30% sequence identity to the query
SARS-CoV-2 protein.

These human structures were then used for molecular docking
against the selected compounds. Molecular docking runs were con-
ducted based on the above-mentioned protocol using Python
scripts executed in UCSF Chimera. A compound’s involvement in
specific biological mechanisms and potential adverse effects upon
interaction with the selected compounds were manually assessed
and extracted from information available in UniProtKB [16] and lit-
erature mining.

2.4. Screening for novel drugs for COVID-19 using drug ReposER

Structurally similar ligands to the set of drugs retrieved in this
study were identified using the chemical component search fea-
ture available in the RCSB PDB (https://www.rcsb.org/pdb/ligand/
chemAdvSearch.do?chemCompId=) with a structure similarity
threshold of 70%. Similar ligands annotated as approved drugs in
DrugBank were further selected. For validation, both the queried
and similar ligands were structurally aligned in the UCSF Chimera
interface [15].

The queried and the similar ligands were individually searched
against the Drug ReposER application database to retrieve results
for sub-sructural similarity searches. Both sets of results were
compared and shared SARS-CoV-2 protein targets from the list of
proteins (proteins containing sites similar to binding sites for both
queried and similar ligands) were obtained for molecular docking
against the corresponding ligand molecules with Autodock Vina
using the above-mentioned protocol [15].
3. Results and discussion

In this study, sub-structural similarity searches and docking
analyses were carried out to: (i) identify potential targets and drug
binding sites in SARS-CoV-2 proteins; (ii) identify off-targets for
proposed drug compounds for COVID-19; (iii) identify other
approved drugs with similar structure to proposed drugs that are
potentially useful for COVID-19 treatment. A total of 351 SARS-
CoV-2 proteins were obtained from the PDB that included the fol-
lowing proteins; ADP ribose phosphatase (PDBID: 6w02), spike
protein (PDBID: 6vsb), main protease (PDBID: 6lu7), nucleocapsid
(PDBID: 6m3m), NSP7-NSP8 complex (PDBID: 6yhu), NSP9 repli-
case (PDBID: 6w4b), NSP10-NSP16 complex (PDBID: 6w4h),
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NSP15 (PDBID: 6w01), ORF7a encoded accessory protein (PDBID:
6w37) and RNA-dependent RNA polymerase or NSP12 (PDBID:
6m71).

The substructure similarity searching used in this work utilized
the ASSAM computer program which solves a maximal common
subgraph problem to match similar 3D arrangements of amino
acids in a dataset of protein structures [7]. The arrangements of
amino acids in 3D space are represented as graphs, where the
graph nodes are the pseudo-atoms representing side chain groups
and the graph edges are distances between the side chain groups.
Using this scheme, it is possible to match similar 3D arrangements,
such as catalytic sites and ligand binding sites, in non-homologous
structures. Drug ReposER is an extended application of the ASSAM
program that focuses on sub-structures that constitute the binding
sites for approved drug molecules [9].

At the time of writing, approximately a third of the proteins
encoded in the SARS-CoV-2 genome have corresponding PDB struc-
tures. In anticipation that more structures will be deposited, we
have enabled the analysis pipeline to be deployed to process new
structures as and when they become available, based on the clus-
tering of protein sequences and comparison to readily available
structures. The results from the analyses reported in this work
and those that will be carried out by the pipeline for new struc-
tures will be made accessible via a dedicated module of the Drug
ReposER web application – http://mfrlab.org/drugre-
poser/covid19/. The list of PDB IDs with pre-computed results from
sub-structural similarity searches and the sequence clusters are
also available at the same resource.

The search for COVID-19 treatments has resulted in the regis-
tration of more than 3000 clinical trials in the ClinicalTrials.gov
database to explore the repurposing of more than twenty readily
available drugs (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=COVID-
19) [17]. This number includes completed studies, ongoing studies
currently under recruitment, or those currently enrolling by invita-
tion. There are also a number of clinical trials registered in clinical-
trials.gov that have not yet recruited any participants at this point
in time.

3.1. Approved drugs as potential treatment for COVID-19 based on
sub-structural similarity to known drug binding sites

Searching for sites in the SARS-CoV-2 protein structures (hit
sites) that are geometrically similar to sites for approved drug
compounds (query sites) using the Drug ReposER application [9]
had identified matches that included 22 sites from protein-drug
complexes with sequence identities lesser than 30% to the corre-
sponding SARS-CoV-2 proteins (Table 1). These results show that
the computational approach adopted in this study is able to find
similarly arranged sites in unrelated proteins which could be an
advantage when there are limited numbers of homologous struc-
tural models to be used for comparison of binding sites. In addi-
tion, the selection of matches to proteins with lesser than 30%
sequence similarity could be indicative of function differences,
thus potentially distinct pathways where the bound drugs could
be repurposed to.

The sites identified in the SARS-CoV-2 proteins were then
docked with their corresponding drug compounds derived from
the protein-drug complex data. Molecular docking runs resulted
in the identification of several poses with docking scores ranging
from �6.0 kcal/mol up to �17.6 kcal/mol, which are congruent
with the results of the Drug ReposER searches (Table 1, Fig. 1). Of
these 22 potential interactions, six have been reported in other
studies [18–20].

The sub-structural similarity searches carried out revealed that
six of the nine analysed SARS-CoV-2 contain multiple potential
alternative binding sites for different compounds. For example,
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Table 1
Sub-structural similarities of known drug binding sites in SARS-CoV-2 protein structures.

Alternate target in SARS-CoV-2 PDBID Drug ID1 Known target % seq. identity Docking Score

ADP ribose phosphatase 6w02B CLQ *[18] 4fglB (Quinone reductase 2) 21.54 �7.5
LOC 3ut5B (Tubulin beta chain) 18.02 �7.6
017 *[18] 6dh3A (HIV protease) 17.92 �9.5
AB1 2qhcA (HIV protease retropepsin) 18.50 �17.6
RIT 1rl8A (HIV protease retropepsin) 17.92 �12.0

6w6yB NPS 3nt1 (Prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase 2) 14.09 �6.7
Spike protein 6vybC 017 *[18] 3lzvA (HIV protease) 6.21 �6.6

6w41C/H RIT *[18] 1rl8A (HIV protease retropepsin) 21.88 �12.2
Main protease 6lu7A VIA *[19] 2h42A (PDE5A) 22.34 �7.8

6y2gA/B FOL 4i13A (Dihydrofolate reductase) 17.92 �8.2
NSP10/16 6w75B/D RIT *[20] 1sh9 (Pol polyprotein) 20.00 �7.6
NPS10 6w4hB IMN 1z9hD (Membrane-associated prostaglandin E synthase-2) 20.00 �6.7
NSP15 6vwwA LSN 5x24A (Cytochrome P450) 21.59 �7.5

6w01B NPS 4po0A (Serum albumin) 19.09 �7.3
Nucleocapsid 6m3mA/D LSN 5x24A (cytochrome P450) 16.34 �8.5

6m3mB RIT 3tneB (Aspartic protease) 19.01 �7.2
6m3mB/C 017 3so9 (HIV protease) 23.85 �8.6

NSP7/NSP8 6yhuB AB1 *[21] 2rkgB (Protease retropepsin) N.A �17.9
6yhuC/D IMN 4coxA (Cyclooxygenase-2) N.A �7.2
6wiqA/B FOL 1rb2B (Dihydrofolate reductase) N.A �6.9

NSP8 7bv1D FOL 3tqbA (Dihydrofolate reductase) N.A �7.5

1 Drug ID is represented as follows: CLQ: chloroquine; LOC: colchicine; RIT: ritonavir; 017: darunavir; AB1: lopinavir; VIA: sildenafil; NPS: naproxen; LSN: losartan; AIN:
aspirin; IMN: indomethacin; FOL: folic acid. *Denotes that the interaction had been previously reported by the accompanying citation.

Fig. 1. Sub-structural similarity and poses of docked ligands from Autodock Vina. Predicted binding residues to docked ligands are indicated in orange, while ball and stick
representations of atoms colored in orange indicate the residues identified by Drug ReposER that are similarly arranged to binding sites in known targets (green). The docked
ligand is presented on the potential target protein from SARS-CoV-2 (light blue). (A) ADP ribose phosphatase (PDBID: 6w02) bound to docked darunavir (017) with green
colored stick representation of similarly arranged residues from HIV protease retropepsin (PDBID: 2qhc). (B) NSP10 (PDBID: 6w4h) bound to docked indomethacin (IMN) with
green colored stick representation of similarly arranged residues from Membrane-associated prostaglandin E synthase-2 (PDB: 1z9h). (C) NSP15 (PDBID: 6w01) bound to
docked naproxen (NPS) with similarly arranged residues from serum albumin highlighted in green (D) Main protease (PDBID: 6lu7) bound to docked sildenafil (VIA) with
superposed residues from PDE5A (PDBID: 2h42). (E) Docked losartan (LSN) in nucleocapsid (PDBID: 6m3m) with superposed losartan binding residues cytochrome P450
(PDBID: 5x24) indicated in green. (F) Docked folic acid (FOL) bound to NSP8 (PDBID: 7bv1) that has similar arrangement to folic acid sites in dihydrofolate reductase (PDBID:
3tqb). The locations of proposed binding sites are highlighted in orange color. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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the nucleocapsid protein contains potential sites for losartan,
ritonavir, darunavir and aspirin (Table 1). The Drug ReposER
searches also identified several compounds that had potential
binding sites in different SARS-CoV-2 structures; for example,
binding sites to ritonavir (RIT) could be found in four different
structures – ADP ribose phosphatase, spike protein, NSP10/16
and nucleocapsid (Table 1). Interestingly, six of the twenty-two
matches are to Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) structures
bound to anti-retrovirals such as darunavir, lopinavir and ritonavir.

The HIV protease inhibitors - darunavir (017), ritonavir (RIT)
and lopinavir (AB1) - inhibit the HIV aspartyl protease and pre-
vents the cleavage of Gag and Pol proteins into their subsequent
protein components [22]. The potential antiviral activity of such
inhibitors against coronaviruses had been previously studied; nel-
finavir for example, had been reported to inhibit the replication of
SARS-CoV and prevent cytopathic effects [23]. Lopinavir and riton-
avir had been shown to improve clinical outcomes from SARS-CoV
infections and are hypothesized to bind to the 3-chymotrypsin-like
protein (3CLpro) or main protease [24]. Our analysis also demon-
strated the potential ability of lopinavir (PDBID: 2qhc) to bind to
ADP ribose phosphatase (PDBID: 6w02) with a docking score of
�17.6 kcal/mol at a position close to the known substrate binding
site (Fig. 1A).

We found that the NSP10-16 complex (PDBID: 6w75) may
potentially bind to ritonavir (RIT) in a manner similar to that
observed in the HIV protease (PDBID: 1sh9) while ADP ribose phos-
phatase (PDBID: 6w02) could potentially bind to lopinavir (PDBID:
2qhc) with a high docking score (�17.6 kcal/mol) (Fig. 1A). A
potential site for folic acid (FOL) binding that is similar to the
arrangement found in dihydrofolate reductase (PDBID: 4i13) was
also found at the interaction site between domain III (residue
201–303) of two monomers, where dimerization is crucial for pro-
tease function took place (PDBID: 6y2g). We also found that the
nucleocapsid might bind to losartan, darunavir and aspirin at the
dimerization site between two monomers in a similar manner to
the SARS-CoV-2 main protease.

The Drug ReposER searches also identified similarly arranged
sites between the indomethacin-bound prostaglandin E synthase
2 (PDBID: 1z9h) and the NSP10 protein (PDBID: 6w4h) (Fig. 1B).
An arrangement of amino acid residues that make up the indo-
methacin binding site in cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), also known
as prostaglandin synthase 2 (PDBID: 4cox), was also found to be
similar to residues at the vicinity of docked indomethacin in the
NSP7-NSP8 complex (PDBID: 6yhu) (Table 1). The docking results
suggests that indomethacin (IMN) could bind to NSP10 (PDBID:
6w4h) and the NSP7-NSP8 complex (PDBID: 6yhu) of SARS-CoV-2.

The NSP10 protein is a co-factor that can activate the 20-O
methyltransferase activity of NSP16, or the 30-50 exoribonuclease
activity of the NSP14. The NSP10-NSP16 and NSP10-NSP14 com-
plexes are key elements in the RNA transcription machinery of
SARS-CoV-2 [25]. The NSP7 and NSP8 homologs in SARS-CoV are
co-factors for NSP12, which is a key element of viral replication
or transcription machinery that acts as a RNA dependent RNA poly-
merase [26]. Recent studies have reported the antiviral activity of
indomethacin (IMN) in vivo, where it is able to disrupt RNA synthe-
sis and abbreviate the damage to host cells [27]; however no
insights in terms of their binding activity in a structural context
have been reported. Sequence and fold comparisons revealed that
the two sets of proteins, are unrelated in terms of sequence or
structure.

Zhu et al. [28] had reported that elevation of prostaglandin syn-
thase activity during viral infection of cytomegalovirus led to an
increasing level of prostaglandin E2 which in turn caused an
inflammatory response. In this context, the binding of indometha-
cin to these protein structures (NSP7/NSP8 or NSP10) may also pre-
vent potential inflammatory events. The same mechanism could be
2935
adopted by other NSAIDs like naproxen (NPS), that might recognize
similar sites from COX-2 (PDBID: 3nt1) in the ADP ribose phos-
phatase (PDBID: 6w6y), as indicated from the sub-structural simi-
larity we have uncovered. These sub-structural similarities to a
known indomethacin binding site may explain the mechanism
for studies that have reported the ability of NSAIDs to bind to
SARS-CoV-2 proteins [29] although the atomic level details of such
interactions have not yet been reported.

3.2. ADP ribose phosphatase of NSP3 as potential target in SARS-CoV-2

Our analysis revealed that the ADP ribose phosphatase of NSP3
from SARS-CoV-2 has the most number of 3D residue arrange-
ments that are similar to the binding sites in known drug targets
compared to other SARS-CoV-2 proteins (Table 1, Fig. 2). All the
identified sites are within the substrate binding sites with the
docking scores for the different poses ranging from �6.7 to
�17.0. In this case, the known ADP ribose phosphatase – APR com-
plex was used as a control to obtain reasonable docking scores that
could be considered acceptable based on predicted binding poses
between the ADP ribose phosphatase and the substrate, APR. The
molecular docking with energy minimization steps resulted in sev-
eral binding poses with docking scores ranging from �7.9 to �9.8,
with all sites located within the actual binding site for APR.

The ADP ribose phosphatase of non-structural protein 3 (NSP3)
is likely to be targeted by anti-retrovirals and several other drugs
more than any other SARS-CoV-2 structures, particularly at the
active site of the structure (Fig. 2A). This finding is in agreement
with recent computational screening for the drug binding ability
of SARS-CoV-2 proteins which highlighted the promiscuity of
NSP3 in binding to other molecules at the ADP ribose binding site
[21,28]. The de-ADP ribosylation activity of NSP3 suppresses the
expression of host innate immunity genes such as interferon and
interleukin related genes [30]. Disruption of NSP3 function will
allow for the host immune system to respond normally to the
infection.

Sub-structural similarity searches and molecular docking runs
have revealed the potential binding sites for darunavir (017) that
originally targeted HIV protease (PDBID: 6dh3), as well as chloro-
quine (CLQ) that originally targeted quinone reductase 2 (PDBID:
4fgl) and indicated for malaria and rheumatoid arthritis, onto the
ADP ribosylation site of NSP3 (PDBID: 6w02) (Table 1, Fig. 2).
Despite the similarity of these sites in terms of their 3D arrange-
ments, the similarity of their molecular functions is unlikely to
be related.

The docking results indicate that HIV protease inhibitors and
NSAIDs are among the existing drugs that could potentially be
repositioned against ADP ribose phosphatase and several non-
structural proteins for treatment of COVID-19. The similarly
arranged residue patterns observed between the binding poses in
SARS-CoV-2 proteins from docking simulations and those from
available drug-bound protein complexes allow us to infer the sim-
ilarities of the binding mechanisms shared by these proteins
despite the lack of sequence similarities.

3.3. Potential off-targets of approved drugs proposed for COVID-19

The binding of drug compounds to off-target sites in proteins
other than their intended targets can lead to unexpected pharma-
cological outcomes including the activation or disruption of molec-
ular functions that cause adverse effects or other unexpected
conditions [11,31]. However, off-target effects are not necessarily
negative and it is this same concept that is in use to repurpose
approved compounds for alternative indications based on the
availability of similar of binding sites shared among proteins
involved in distinct disease pathways [11,31]. We deployed the



Fig. 2. Docked drug molecules on SARS-CoV-2 ADP ribose phosphatase (PDBID: 6w02). (A) Superposed drugs in ADP ribose phosphatase obtained from docking simulations in
Autodock Vina. White shaded areas indicate that the residues are within 4.0 Å to the docked drug molecules. (B-F, left) Superpositions of known drug targets to ADP ribose
phosphatase based on sub-structural similarity of drug binding sites. (B-F, right) Residues that are similarly arranged in ADP ribose phosphatase and binding sites for known
drugs derived from protein-drug complexes. (B) Chloroquine (CLQ) binding site in quinone reductase (PDBID: 4fgl). (C) Colchicine (LOC) binding site in tubulin chain B
(PDBID: 3ut5). (D) Darunavir (017) binding site in HIV protease (PDBID: 6dh3). (E) Lopinavir (AB1) binding site in HIV protease retropepsin (PDBID: 2qhc). (F) Ritonavir (RIT)
binding site in HIV protease retropepsin (PDBID: 1rl8). The location of proposed binding sites are highlighted in surface representation colored in orange. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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same substructure searching methodology to identify off-target
sites for the drugs being explored as COVID-19 treatments.
3.3.1. Human proteins bound to proposed drugs from PDB repository
as potential off-targets

An ASSAM search of the human protein structures in the PDB
using the drug binding sites we have identified was used as a
means to investigate whether the use of these drugs could alter
other pathways. The searches led us to a compilation of potential
off-target sites and/or effects for eleven approved compounds
(Table 2).
3.3.2. Human proteins with similar arrangements of amino acids to
binding sites for proposed drugs as potential off-targets

The substructural similarity searches for potential off-target
sites in human proteins using the Drug ReposER application was
able to identify several proteins that have similar geometry to
the binding site of a drug proposed for repositioning against
SARS-CoV-2 targets (Section 3.3.2). The same data also allowed
us to compile potential repurposing opportunities of these drugs
for other indications including COVID-19 (Tables 2 and 3).
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Non-homologous proteins that share similarly arranged sites
for a particular drug molecule are more likely to be considered as
off-targets because they may have different molecular function
and are involved in distinct pathways that may not be associated
with the original target disease. Recent computational studies have
proposed several HIV protease inhibitors [18,20,21], NSAIDs [29],
and losartan [41] as potential therapeutic agents for COVID-19.
Although we can confirm the presence of potential binding sites
to these drugs on SARS-CoV-2 proteins, we were also able to iden-
tify potential off-target sites where these drugs may alternatively
bind in the structures of human proteins (Table 3).

Side effects on neurological systems have been common for
approved drugs. Our study revealed potential neurological compli-
cations due to the usage of approved drugs such as HIV protease
inhibitors [53], colchicine [54], naproxen [55] and losartan [56]
(Table 3). Peripheral neuropathy due to the neurotoxicity of HIV
protease inhibitors have been reported as complications resulting
from anti-HIV treatment [53]. One potential off-target protein that
might cause such symptoms is the HERC2 protein (PDBID: 3kci).
Disruption of this protein causes reduction of E6AP activity that
has been implicated in neurodevelopment disorders such as Angel-
man syndrome and autism [57].



Table 2
Human protein-drug complexes available in the PDB for the approved drugs proposed for COVID-19.

Bound drug (Drug
ID1)

PDB ID of protein-drug
complex

Protein structure annotation Known / potential effects from drug binding

CLQ 4v2o Saposin B Impaired lipid degradation [32]
4fgl Quinone reductase 2 Known treatment for malaria [33]

LOC 4lzr Bromodomain-containing protein Potential repurposing for cancer [34]
5nkn Neutrophil gelatinase-associated

lipocalin
Potentially reduce poisoning effects of colchicine [35]

017 No drug-bound proteins from human is available.
AB1
RIT
VIA Conserved in phosphodiesterase family Potential repurposing of sildenafil in multiple diseases related to PDE

activities [36]
FOL 1drf Dihydrofolate reductase Known target for folic acid [37]

4lrh Folate receptor alpha
4kmz Folate receptor beta

LSN 5x24 Cytochrome P50 2C9 Known enzyme that binds to losartan [38]
NPS 3r58 Aldo-keto reductase family 1

member C3
Potential repurposing of naproxen for prostate cancer [38]

4jq1 Aldo-keto reductase family 1
member C2

AIN No drug-bound proteins from human is available.
IMN 2zb8 Prostaglandin reductase 2 Potential use of indomethacin to improve insulin sensitivity [39]

3ads PPAR-gamma Potential repurposing of indomethacin for obesity and lipodystrophy [40]

Drug IDs are indicated as in Table 1.
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Losartan targets the angiotensin type II receptor, however, it
may also bind to the drug metabolizing cytochrome P450 (PDBID:
5 � 24) that has a similarly arranged site in ceruloplasmin (PDBID:
1kcw) (Table 3, Fig. 3B). Ceruloplasmin has been implicated with
Parkinson’s disease where disruption of the oxidative activity by
ceruloplasmin causes increased iron levels in the brain that is cor-
related to Parkinson’s [47,56]. On the other hand, it was also
reported that losartan could be useful for Parkinson’s where it
might be able to reduce oxidative stress and neurodegeneration
[58] thus warranting further investigations regarding the neuro-
protective benefits of losartan.

The function inhibition of certain off-target proteins may pro-
vide coincidental antiviral effects (Table 3). Other than potentially
targeting the SARS-CoV-2 proteins, NSAIDs such as naproxen
(NPS), indomethacin (IMN) and aspirin (AIN) may also interact
with host proteins involved in mounting the defense against viral
infections. For example, we found that naproxen might be able to
bind polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 (PTBP1) (PDBID:
1qm9) based on the similarity of the binding site for naproxen in
serum albumin (PDBID: 4po0) (Table 4, Fig. 3C).

The PTBP1 protein had been shown to activate the replication of
picornaviruses and coronaviruses through binding to its RNA bind-
ing domain [49,59], thus binding of naproxen to its binding site
could potentially block viral replication. Other NSAIDs like the
indomethacin and aspirin might also induce antiviral properties
by binding to myeloperoxidase, which is a part of host defense sys-
tem (Table 3). The protein acts as tissue damage factor that induces
secondary bacterial lung infections causing the acute respiratory
distress syndrome seen in influenza [51]. Decreased function of
myeloperoxidase had been shown to potentially decrease inflam-
matory damage and lung viral load [51].

3.3.3. Human proteins with more than 30% sequence similarity to
SARS-CoV-2 proteins as potential off-targets for the proposed COVID-
19 drugs

SARS-CoV-2 proteins that may share a similar fold to human
proteins were also considered as potential off-targets. In this case,
SARS-CoV-2 proteins that retrieved a human protein by blastp
alignment with more than 30% sequence identity is a possible indi-
cation of fold similarity. These protein structures were then ana-
lyzed to ascertain whether they contained a similar sub-structure
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arrangement as the SARS-CoV-2 protein that is being targeted for
drug repositioning (Table 4).

The SARS-CoV-2 ADP-ribose phosphatase from NSP3 has a sim-
ilar sequence to human ADP-ribose binding protein and both share
a similar mechanism of ADP ribose binding (Fig. 4). The SARS-CoV-
2 spike protein is found have sequence similarities to the IRAP pro-
tein with both being associated to the renin-angiotensin pathway.
No human sequences with possible fold similarities were detected
for the main protease and non-structural proteins that include the
NSP7, NSP8 and NSP10 which are conserved in viruses.

The binding of approved drugs or inhibitors to interleukin 17a
and mineralocorticoid receptors that have similar sequences to
the nucleocapsid and NSP15 respectively, could prevent inflamma-
tion by the immune response [65,66], a known complication of
COVID-19 (Table 3). This would mean that such drugs could target
both the virus and the host in parallel with potentially therapeutic
results.

3.4. Other compounds with potential as COVID-19 therapeutics based
on ligand structure similarity

It is known that similar drugs may require a similar binding
environmentand can have similar inhibitory effects, thus making
it possible that a target protein can interact with a set of drug
molecules with similar structures [67]. With this premise, the
structures of the drugs proposed for repositioning against SARS-
CoV-2 targets (proposed drugs) were used as a reference point to
find other drug molecules with similar structures (matched drugs).
This was carried out using the ligand search interface in the PDB
that is based on the comparison of pharmacophores. The search
identified 6 matches with similar structures to the input queries
– quinacrine, vardenafil, lenalidomide, pomalidomide, amprenavir
and methotrexate (Table 5). With the exceptions of methotrexate,
which has structural similarities to folic acid (ClinicalTrials.gov
IDs: NCT04352465 and NCT04434118), and lenalidomide, which
is related to thalidomide (ClinicalTrials.gov ID: NCT04361643),
none of these compounds are involved in any known clinical trials
for COVID-19 at the time of writing. Molecular docking targeting
the SARS-CoV-2 proteins using both the proposed and matched
drugs (shared SARS-CoV-2 protein targets) resulted in several
binding poses that is indicative that the matched drugs can poten-



Table 3
Potential off-target effects for selected drugs according to sub-structural similarity of binding patterns from Drug ReposER application.

Potential off-targets that may cause adverse effects
Drug
ID1

Query PDBID of
structure with known
binding site

Hit PDB of structure with a potential
alternate / off-target site (Docking
score)

Macromolecule and its associated pathways or
mechanisms for off-target sites / involvement in antiviral
activity

Potential/reported outcomes
associated with the off-target
site

LOC 5nm5B 2gk1I (�7.5) Beta-hexosaminidase subunit alpha (HEXA) - Tay Sachs
disease (TSD) [42]

Neurodegeneration

017 6dh0A 3kciA (�9.3) E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase (HERC2) - neurodevelopmental
disorder [42]

Neurological complications

017 3oxwB 2r7eB (�7.6) Coagulation factor VIII (C8) - hemophilia [43] Increased risk of hemorrhage
in hemophilia patients

RIT 5veuA 3d7uA (�8.5) Tyrosine protein kinase (CSK) - suppress SRC tyrosine
kinase (SFK) activity that cause cancer such as colorectal
cancer [44]

Increased risk of colorectal
cancer

RIT 1rl8A 3hhdA (�13.1) Fatty acid synthase (FAS/FASN) - lipid mechanism [45] Lipodystrophy
NPS 2vdbA 3fgqA (�6.1) Neuroserpin (SERPIN1) - stroke [46] Increased risk of stroke
LSN 5x24A 1kcwA (�7.4) Ceruloplasmin (CP) - Parkinsonism [47] Worsens the effects of

parkinsonism
LSN 5x24A 3gzdA (�6.7) Selenocysteine lyase (SCLY) - glucose and lipid metabolism

[48]
Prevents metabolic
syndromes

Potential off-targets with reported antiviral properties
NPS 4po0A 1qm9A (�6.9) Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 (PTBP1) - allow

viral replication through its RNA binding domain [49]
Potentially inhibit viral
replication

AIN 2qqtA 1d7wC (�6.1) Myloperoxidase (MPO) - antiviral properties toward
influenza virus [50], induce secondary bacterial lung
infection [51]

Potentially decrease lung
viral loadsIMN 3ogwA 6azpA (�8.2)

RIT 1rl8A 3hhdA (�13.1) Fatty acid synthetase (FAS/FASN) - facilitate viral
replication through generation of membrane
compartments [52]

Potentially inhibit viral
replication

1 Drug IDs are indicated as in Table 1.

Fig. 3. Examples of potential off-target sites for selected drug molecules. Residues in cornflower blue are within 4.0 Å to a drug molecule derived from protein-drug
complexes in the PDB; tan residues are potential protein targets that are similarly arranged to binding residues from protein-drug complexes. All docked ligands are colored
in red. (A) The indomethacin binding site in lactoperoxidase that are similarly arranged to residues in myeloperoxidase. (B) Superposition of the losartan binding site in
cytochrome 450 docked onto the binding pose in ceruloplasmin (C) Similarly arranged residue patterns between the binding site of naproxen in serum albumin and residues
within 4.0 Å to the docked naproxen in polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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tially bind to SARS-CoV-2 proteins in a similar manner as the pro-
posed drugs (Table 5, Fig. 5).

Our analyses found that both darunavir and amprenavir can
potentially bind to the same SARS-CoV-2 site (P125, G130, I131,
2938
V155, and D157) in NSP3 (Fig. 4E, Table 5). Darunavir, when
docked on NSP3, has a molecular binding affinity of �9.4 kcal/mol.
Amprenavir, when docked at the similar site (Fig. 4E), also has a
molecular binding affinity of �9.4 kcal/mol (Table 5).



Table 4
Human proteins with more than 30% sequence identity to SARS-CoV-2 proteins
retrieved by a blastp search of the PDB database.

SARS-CoV-2
protein

PDBID of
structure
homolog

Protein function / disease mechanism
Potential side effects / benefits

NSP3 / ADP
ribose
phosphatase

3q6zA
(31.25%)

Poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase 14,
catalyze the mono-ADP-ribosylation of
STAT1, functions in innate immune
response [60]

Spike protein 4z7iA
(48.51%)

Insulin-regulated amino peptidase –
binds angiotensin IV in the brain [61]

4bkfC
(72.00%)

EPHRIN-B3 – serves as receptor for Nipah
virus [62]

5ojmA
(94.44%)

Gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor
subunit alpha-5 – implicated in
neurological disorders [63]

NSP15 4ewqA
(41.67%)

Mitogen-activated protein kinase 14 –
plays a role in neuroinflammatory
responses [64]

4tntA
(94.44%)

Mineralocorticoid receptor - plays a role
in inflammatory responses through
regulation of macrophage and T-cells, and
is implicated in cardiac hypertrophy [65]

Nucleocapsid 2vxsA
(37.84%)

Interleukin-17a – involves in
inflammatory responses and plays a role
in cardiovascular complications [66]

Main protease No human homolog found, conserved in viruses.
NSP7
NSP8
NSP10
NSP16

1Drug IDs are indicated as in Table 1.
Sequence similarity percentages are provided in brackets.
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Some structurally similar drug molecules are intended for sim-
ilar indications. Both darunavir and amprenavir (Fig. 4E) are pro-
tease inhibitors that have been used for the treatment of HIV.
However, amprenavir is useful against infections that exhibit resis-
tance to other protease inhibitors used in HIV treatment [68]. Thus,
amprenavir might confer an advantage in a scenario where the
Fig. 4. Examples of potential off-target sites for selected drug molecules based on a blas
proteins. (A) A superposition of structures between the Poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase 14
in a shared binding site for substrate (APR) and proposed site for binding to ritonavir (re
with the proposed site for darunavir (cyan). (For interpretation of the references to colo
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protein target from SARS-CoV-2 develops resistance towards daru-
navir. Both chloroquine and quinacrine (Fig. 4A) have been indi-
cated for the treatment of systemic lupus erythematosus as well
as other diseases [69].

A study comparing the oculotoxicity of chloroquine and quina-
crine in the management of lupus erythematosus found that quina-
crine exhibits less oculotoxicity compared to chloroquine if taken
at low doses [70]. Thus, quinacrine might be a less toxic alternative
compared to chloroquine with regard to any ophthalmologic side
effects.

Sildenafil and vardenafil (Fig. 4D) have been used in the treat-
ment of erectile dysfunction [36,71]. Due to vardenafil’s weaker
inhibition of PDE6 compared to sildenafil, the use of vardenafil is
less likely to cause abnormal color perception unlike sildenafil
[72]. In cases where the patients are afflicted by this sildenafil side
effect, switching to vardenafil might still provide the desired ther-
apeutic outcomes. Thalidomide, lenalidomide, and pomalidomide
(Fig. 4B-C) have been used in the treatment for multiple myeloma
[73,74]. Both lenalidomide and pomalidomide are shown to be
more potent compared to thalidomide with pomalidomide exhibit-
ing the highest potency among the three [73,74]. Therefore,
lenalidomide and pomalidomide are good alternatives for thalido-
mide due to their higher potency.

There are also structurally similar drug molecules that are uti-
lized for different indications. For example, folic acid has been indi-
cated for folic acid deficiency [37] while methotrexate has been
indicated for rheumatoid arthritis [75] and certain forms of cancer
[76]. This structural similarity makes methotrexate a folate analog
(anti-folate) that is able to antagonize the biological action of folic
acid [37]. Due to the severe side effects that are associated with
methotrexate, it should only be indicated in scenarios where the
primary drug for a particular treatment has failed to alleviate the
patient’s condition [77].

Vardenafil, amprenavir and methotrexate had been reported to
potentially bind to SARS-CoV-2 proteins through structural analy-
ses [19,78]. To our knowledge, the potential use of quinacrine,
lenalidomide, and pomalidomide for COVID-19 have not been
tp search for human proteins with more than 30% sequence identity to SARS-CoV-2
from human (tan color) and ADP ribose in NSP3 of SARS-CoV-2 (blue color) resulting
d). (B) Superposition of human EPHRIN-B3 (tan color) and spike protein (blue color)
r in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Table 5
The drug molecules in Drug ReposER that exhibit similar structure with the proposed drug molecules for COVID-19 clinical trials that have the similar potential ability of binding
to SARS-CoV-2 proteins.

Drug molecules proposed
for COVID-19 clinical trials
(proposed drugs)

Drug molecules
exhibiting similar
structure with
drug molecules
undergoing trials
(matched drugs)

Shared SARS-CoV-
2 protein targets
predicted by Drug
ReposER

Similar binding
sites on the target
structures from
SARS-CoV-2
identified by Drug
ReposER

Molecular docking analysis

Presence of binding
conformation that
is close to the
predicted binding
site (<4 Å)

Binding
affinity
(kcal/mol)

Chloroquine (CLQ) Quinacrine (QUN) Angiotensin-
converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2)
(6m17)

– CLQ None �6.2
QUN None �6.5

Sildenafil (VIA) Vardenafil (VDN) Non-structural
protein 16
(NSP16) (6w75)

MET A 6929 VIA Yes �7.9
ILE A 6951
TYR A 6979
ALA A 6990
HIS A 7023 VDN Yes �7.8

Thalidomide (EF2) Lenalidomide
(LVY)

ACE2 and Receptor
Binding Domain
(RBD) (6m17)

TYR B 41 EF2 None �7.6
ASN E 439
PHE E 497
PRO E 507

LVY None �7.4
Pomalidomide
(Y70)

NSP16 (6w4h) HIS A 6867 EF2 None �7.7
THR A 6891
TRP A 6922
PHE A 6954 Y70 None �7.6

Darunavir (017) Amprenavir (478) NSP3 (6w02) PRO B 125 17 Yes �9.4
GLY B 130
ILE B 131
VAL B 155
ASP B 157 478 Yes �9.4

Folic Acid (FOL) Methotrexate
(MTX)

Main protease
(Mpro) (7buy)

THR A 199 FOL Yes �7.5
LEU A 205
VAL A 233
SER A 267
LEU A 271 MTX Yes �7.3
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reported elsewhere in the context of binding ability through struc-
tural analyses. Furthermore, the finding that quinacrine is a readily
available compound that has yet to be explored or proposed for
COVID-19 is novel to this work. Should the current candidate drug
molecules proposed for COVID-19 clinical trials fail at any stage of
the process, these structurally similar drug molecules can be inves-
tigated as potential alternatives. It is not unexpected that the use of
these structurally similar compounds could be used in concert as a
cocktail for more effective therapy [79].

3.5. Distinction from other COVID-19 drug repurposing efforts and
future directions

In this work, all drugs that have been proposed for clinical trials
were analyzed using the Drug ReposER pipeline to find their poten-
tial binding sites in any SARS-CoV-2 protein by virtue of having
similar 3D arrangements of amino acid residues to the known tar-
get sites. It is not unexpected that our results will overlap or have
parallels with the outcomes of other studies that have been
recently published or are ongoing. However, the results presented
here and in the COVID-19 Drug ReposER resource, will also provide
the relevant supporting insights regarding why or how a particular
drug may be effective while at the same time, have the added
advantage of presenting the potential capacity for off-target inter-
actions that may cause or explain any side effects upon
administration.

The use of computational substructure comparisons to identify
alternative sites for the repositioning of approved drug compounds
is different from other studies that report drug repurposing efforts
for COVID-19 such as those by Zhou et al. [5] and Gordon et al. [6]
that employed protein network analyses. Zhou et al. compared the
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network of interaction between SARS-CoV-2 and the human pro-
teins drug-target network in the human interactome in order to
search for common protein-protein interactions and functional
pathways and from there predict existing drugs involved in such
pathways [5]. Compared to our findings, the study proposed 16
existing drugs to be repurposed as anti-HCoV (human coronavirus)
where two of the 16 drugs matched our set of proposed drugs. Gor-
don et al. had identified 29 approved drugs bound to 66 druggable
human proteins based on the analysis of association networks
between human and SARS-CoV-2 proteins [6]. In comparison to
our analyses, there are two drugs that overlap with our results,
chloroquine (targeting sigma1-receptor:NSP6) and indomethacin
(targeting PTGES2:NSP7).

This study was intended to develop a pipeline to identify drug
compounds that could be repositioned against SARS-COV-2 targets
using the available structural information in the PDB. This pipeline
was also able to identify potential side effects or toxicity associated
with those compounds that arose from off-target binding. Integrat-
ing the data to pharmacophore matching tools allowed other sim-
ilarly structured drug compounds to be identified that also had the
potential to be repositioned against SARS-CoV-2 targets. The infor-
mation derived from such analyses could be used as a means of
decision making to prioritize down-stream experimental valida-
tion and assays. This study does not provide any experimental evi-
dence validating the binding of the proposed repositioned drugs to
SARS-CoV-2 proteins. The results of this study should not be
regarded as an explicit treatment recommendation or protocol
for COVID-19.

A limited set of existing drugs extracted from lists of those cur-
rently undergoing or planned for COVID-19 trials was used in this
work. The analyses reported only utilized data of compounds that



Fig. 5. Quinacrine (QUN), vardenafil (VDN), lenalidomide (LVY), pomalidomide (Y70), amprenavir (478), and methotrexate (MTX) share structural similarities with the
corresponding drug molecules that have been proposed for COVID-19 clinical trials: chloroquine (CLQ), sildenafil (VIA), thalidomide (EF2), darunavir (017) and folic acid (FOL)
respectively. Structural alignment of QUN (red) (A), LVY (yellow) (B), Y70 (gold) (C), VDN (cyan) (D), 478 (green) (E), and MTX (black) (F)with CLQ (pink) (A), EF2 (brown) (B,
C), VIA (purple) (D), 017 (blue) (E), and FOL (gray) (F) respectively. Molecular docking for the structurally similar drug molecules and the corresponding drug molecules that
have been proposed for COVID-19 clinical trials on their shared protein target from SARS-CoV-2 predicted by Drug ReposER (ACE2 and RBD complex (PDBID: 6 m17, green) (A,
B), NSP16 (PDBID: 6w4h, gray) (C), NSP16 (PDBID: 6w75, blue) (D), NSP3 (PDBID: 6w02, magenta) (E), and Mpro (PDBID: 7buy, brown) (F)). The white shaded areas indicate
regions containing residues within less than 4.0 Å to docked drug molecules. The orange shaded areas indicate regions containing residues that form the binding sites
identified by Drug ReposER. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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were structurally present as a standalone ligand in the PDB. Both
these factors restricted the number of potential candidates that
could be proposed for repurposing. Despite these limitations, our
analyses yielded 22 target sites for repurposing of which only 6
had been mentioned in other studies. It is clear that the work
reported here could be extended to include all known drug binding
sites in the PDB. Although the current targets for repositioning in
this study considers only SARS-CoV-2 proteins, the pipeline can
be integrated to network analyses methods to identify human pro-
teins that could also yield therapeutic effects for COVID-19. Fur-
thermore, this study can also be extended to include other SARS-
CoV-2 structures as and when they become available. Such data
will be updated via the specific Drug ReposER resource for
COVID-19.
4. Conclusions

The fastest and safest route to providing drug treatments for
COVID-19 would be to reposition approved compounds against
targets from this newly described disease. At the time of writing,
the search for effective COVID-19 treatments is still ongoing.
Despite being subject to the availability of associated protein coor-
dinate structure data in the PDB, the use of amino acid 3D side
chain based sub-structure comparisons have proven to be a feasi-
ble means of identifying candidate compounds to be repositioned
for COVID-19. Our analyses yielded 22 potential sites in SARS-
CoV-2 proteins and 16 drug compounds that could be repurposed
for COVID-19. It is clear that the use of structural data from the
PDB is able to provide high quality mechanistic level details for
strategizing the selection of candidate compounds to be repur-
posed. The capacity to not only identify new target sites, but also
identify potential off-target sites, provide a deeper level of context
for the decision making process to safely proceed with exploring
specific compounds to be repurposed for the new disease.
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